Introduction
The apparent decline in first marriage rates and the increase in the age at first marriage in Germany, Austria and Switzerland as well as in most other industrial societies has been described as one of the great social changes of our time, with some calling it a feature of the "second demographic transition" (Lesthaeghe, 1995) . Numerous studies show that marriage levels influence fertility because married fertility is still higher than unmarried fertility (Goldstein, 2002) , although with increasing non-marital childbearing in manyon the number of marriages. The extent of quantum and tempo changes is also interpreted differently by the theories discussed above. On the one extreme, researchers following the school of Becker argue that the increasing economic independence of women due to longer educational investment, higher educational attainment, and greater labour-force participation will lead not only to delayed marriage but also to a decline in the proportion of women who ever marry (e.g., Bloom and Bennett, 1990) . On the other hand, Oppenheimer (1988, p. 587) claims that " [t] he consequence [of women's greater economic independence] is an increase in delayed marriage with some accompanying greater risk of non-marriage [...] . But all this is consistent with continued high gains to marriage as well as with a continued desire to marry." Motivated by this theoretical debate, we aim to quantify both tempo and quantum effects in the decline in female first marriage rates for Austria, Germany, and Switzerland.
The most well-known methodology to correct for tempo distortions was derived by Bongaarts and Feeney (1998a) , originally developed in order to adjust total fertility rates. However, Bongaarts and Feeney (1998a) took into account only changes in the mean age of the fertility rates and assumed no age-period interactions. Kohler and Philipov (2001) overcame these restrictions by assuming tempo effects as well which are caused by changing variances of the fertility schedule. Kohler and Ortega (2002) refined the adjustment for tempo distortions caused by mean and variance changes and applied them to parity-specific fertility rates. However, the usefulness of such adjustment methods is strongly contested as shown by a lively debate in the literature (see Bongaarts and Feeney, 1998b; Kim and Schoen, 2000; van Imhoff and Keilman, 2000; Yi and Land, 2001) . Therefore, we aim to compare and critically discuss the results obtained by the three adjustment methods. Goldstein (2002) already applied tempo adjustments to first marriage rates in France. However, he restricted the analysis to changes in the mean age by applying only the methodology derived by Bongaarts and Feeney (1998a) . To our knowledge, both mean and variance effects have never been considered for first marriages yet. Therefore we try to quantify possible tempo effects by accounting for changes in the mean age and variance of first marriages in Austria, Germany and Switzerland.
In section 2, we first review the decline in observed period marriage rates that has occurred in Austria, Germany and Switzerland since the early 1970s. In section 3, we outline the theory of tempo and variance adjustment showing the effects of changes in tempo and variance on observed period rates. In particular, section 3.1 discusses the different methods of adjustment developed by Bongaarts and Feeney (1998a) , Kohler and Philipov (2001) , and Kohler and Ortega (2002) . Section 3.2 presents the results of applying the tempo and variance adjustment to female first marriage data from Austria, Germany and Switzerland. We also compare, in section 3.3, the adjusted period marriage rates with those estimated for the cohorts. Finally, we discuss the implications of the mean and variance adjustment for the quantum of first marriage decline in section 4. 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 In our empirical analysis we focus on Germany, Austria and Switzerland. The national statistical offices of these three countries provided us with annual data either on female first marriage rates or on the female population size by age, family status, as well as with annual numbers of female first marriages by age [Note 1]. For the time period 1970/71 to 2000, data were available for all three countries. Although, the data are obtained from population records collected by the national registration offices, the data may be flawed by immigration, as extensively discussed by Calot (1998, pp. 43-46) for Swiss nuptiality. Calot (1998) finds that the net migration which Switzerland has been experiencing over the second half of the last century leads to an underestimate of Swiss nuptiality because "a significant number of immigrants tend to marry in their country of origin after arrival in Switzerland while continuing to reside in Switzerland after their marriage." The latter not only affects the period number of marriages but also the age-specific share of the population being at risk of first marriage if obtained by using cumulated age-specific first marriage rates from vital statistics. Calot's findings for Switzerland may be true also for Austria and Germany.
Empirical Evidence on Female First Marriages Rates
Austria represents a particular case where the booms and busts in first marriage rates have often been attributed to changes in public policy (for details see below). Germany and Switzerland in comparison are characterised by an almost steady decline with a slight marriage boom in the 1980s in first marriage rates since World War II without showing extreme peaks like Austria. We restrict our analysis to female first marriages. Males are on average two to three years older than females at first marriage in Austria, Germany, and Switzerland since the 1970s (Calot, 1998; Diekmann, 1987; Österreichisches Statistisches Zentralamt, 1988; Statistik Austria, 2003) . The observed decline in period marriage rates for Austria, Germany and Switzerland is illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2 . Two measures are shown. The first is the female total first marriage rate, TFMR (Figure 1 ). Analogous to the total fertility rate, the index is estimated as the sum of the female age-specific rates of the second type [Note 2] of first marriage, Ü , given by the ratio of the number of marriages in the age group Ü to Ü · ½ , Ü , and the number of women aged
The second measure is the period proportion ever married, PPEM, from the period nuptiality table:
where Ð ¼ is the probability of still being single at age 50 as given by
Assuming that the rate of marriage is constant within each single year, we obtain the usual exponential model for the life table probability of marrying aged Ü to Ü · ½ , Õ Ü ,
where Å Ü are the age-specific rates of the first type [Note 4], which are given by the ratio of the number of marriages in the age group Ü to Ü · ½ , Ü , and the number of single women aged Ü to Ü · ½ , AE Ü . Taking equations (3) and (4) into account, equation (2) modifies to
Both indicators are synthetic period measures, applying to a fictional cohort which over its lifetime experienced the age-specific rates observed in a particular period. When rates are unchanging over time, the two measures will both be equal to the experience of actual cohorts. However, when marriage rates are changing over time, the total first marriage rate and the period proportion ever married will not necessarily follow each other. Péron (1991) contrasts the information given by age-specific first marriage rates of the second type and current nuptiality tables, where the sum of the former defines the period TFMR and the period PPEM is derived by the latter (cf. equation (2)). Rewriting the age-specific first marriage frequencies
yields that they can be decomposed into the age-specific first marriage intensities times the share of single women aged Ü to Ü · ½ , AE Ü Ã Ü . While the first expression represents current nuptiality behaviour, the second results from previous marriage behaviour. Péron (1991 Péron ( , pg. 1440 concludes that the age-specific marriage frequencies can be used to "trace movements in the number of marriages resulting from the link which exists between present and past nuptiality, current nuptiality tables provide information about the nuptiality behaviour of individuals during a short period of observation". Since the period TFMR sums over age groups which are born in different years, the TFMR can exceed one. Summing over the same rates in a cohort always implies a total first marriage rate less than one. In contrast, the PPEM is restricted by one by definition from the nuptiality table. However, the TFMR is the most widely cited measure on first marriage and is also used by Eurostat for comparing period levels within Europe (Goldstein, 2002 ).
As we can see in the figures for Austria, according to either measure the level of first marriage indicated by period rates has fallen dramatically since the early 1970s with three peaks in 1972, 1983 and 1987 . Both measures begin with marriage levels above 90 per cent. Marriage rates then fall either to a level of only 50 per cent, according to the TFMR, or to a level of about 65 per cent according to the PPEM. In either case, the decline was dramatic, with the predicted proportion ever married reaching historic lows. The peaks are related to the introduction and abolition of a marriage grant of about EUR 545 given to all first married persons (Gisser et al., 1990; Prioux, 1992) . The introduction in 1972 led to a postponement of marriages from the previous year. The second peak is most likely caused by marriages brought forward due to political discussions about abolishing the marriage grant in mid-1983. The marriage boom in the second half of 1987 and the following bust in 1988 was caused by the announcement in August 1987 to cut the marriage grant by January 1988.
In Germany and Switzerland, the first marriage rates do not show extreme peaks like in Austria. In Germany, we observe an almost steady decline in female first marriages during the 1970s which levelled off during the 1980s with a slight increase at the end of the 1980s. Unfortunately, we were not able to get separate data for former West and East Germany. Therefore the decline in marriage age in the beginning of the 1990s might be due to the unification of West and East Germany. The inclusion of East Germany in the official statistics in 1990 lowered the total first marriage rate considerably because of the dramatic drop in marriages in East Germany after unification.
In Switzerland the first marriage rate for women had declined to a very low level in the mid-1970s, then rose until 1988, only to fall again substantially back to the mid-1970s levels by the end of the 1990s. Just like in Austria, the shapes for TFMR and PPEM look quiet similar in Switzerland and Germany.
As stated before, the fall in the first marriage rates was accompanied by a postpone- ment of first marriages. The mean age of first marriage is the most common measure for first marriage timing. If the mean age is rising from year to year, this is taken as evidence for events being delayed. We calculated the mean ages from the age-specific first marriage rates in order to be consistent with the derivation of the adjustment formula by Bongaarts and Feeney (1998a) and Kohler and Philipov (2001) . The resulting figures may be different from those published by national statistical offices, since they sometimes give the median instead of the mean. Moreover, as Goldstein (2002) finds, sometimes the "mean age is calculated as the mean of the people who actually married", where the latter is sensible to changes in the age structure of the population.
As we can see in Figure 3 , changes in marriage timing have indeed paralleled the decline in marriage levels, although the two processes neither started nor ended at the same time. Age at first marriage for Germany, Austrian and Swiss women rose rapidly, beginning in the mid-1970s, and this rise has continued to the present. In Austria, for instance, the 25-year period between 1975 and 2000 brought a 4.3 year increase in the average age of first marriage, or a delay of roughly 0.17 years per year. While the mean age at first marriage is quite similar in Germany and Austria, it is at a considerably higher level in Switzerland. The latter result is also consistent with Calot's (1998) findings. From a historical perspective, age at first marriage was exceptionally low in the early 1970s. Calot (1998, pg. 41) finds that "[f]rom the end of the 1930s, age at first marriage began to fall sharply and continued so until the 1970s[, when] the marriage rate particularly rose among the younger age groups." Similarly, Heilig (1985) reveals that during the 1950s and 1960s the number of early marriages, particularly before the age of 22 years, increased in Germany [ Note 5] . These early marriages were also popular during the 1960s in Austria (Gisser et al., 1990) . However, in the 1970s the age at marriage started to rise, where Calot (1998, pg. 41) finds, for instance in Switzerland, that "the [downward] trend [age at first marriage] reversed more quickly than it had developed".
Standard deviations of the age-specific first marriage rates for Germany, Austria and Switzerland are shown in Figure 4 . While the mean age at first marriage increased over time, the variance decreased till the first half of the 1980s and increased thereafter in all three countries. Interestingly, the time series of the standard deviation of age-specific first marriage rates in Austria, Germany and Switzerland are very close to each other over the three decades. The pace of change of the mean age and the variance can be used to estimate rates adjusted for tempo and variance as we will see in the following section.
Adjusting for Tempo and Variance

Methods
In order to correct for tempo effects in the time series of the TFMR and the PPEM, we apply the method of Bongaarts and Feeney (1998a) , which was extended by Kohler and Philipov (2001) (and further refined by Kohler and Ortega, 2002) for variance effects and originally developed for fertility rates.
Bongaarts and Feeney (1998a) present a simple formula to estimate distortions in the total fertility rate caused by tempo effects of childbearing. Translating fertility rates into first marriage rates, we may employ this formula for analysing tempo distortions in first marriage. In particular, if marrying is postponed and, subsequently, the mean age at first marriage increases, the observed total first marriage rate is lower than in the absence of such timing changes. In the opposite case, if first marriage occurs at an earlier age, the mean age at first marriage decreases, and hence the observed total first marriage rate is higher than without the change in timing. Following Bongaarts and Feeney (1998a) , the total first marriage rate at time Ø, TFMR´Øµ, is composed by the product of the quantum, TFMR ¼´Ø µ, of first marriage at time Ø and a factor representing tempo distortions, ½ Ö´Øµµ, i.e., TFMR´Øµ 1 Ö´Øµµ TFMR ¼´Ø µ
where Ö´Øµ is the annual rate of change of the mean age at first marriage. However, Bongaarts and Feeney (1998a) assume that there are no age-period interactions during the derivation of this formula. Kohler and Philipov (2001) overcome this restriction by assuming that the period-specific tempo is also dependent on age, i.e., Ö´ Øµ ´Øµ · AE´Øμ ´Øµµ (8) The first term is similar to Bongaarts and Feeney (1998a) , where ´Øµ turns out to be the (linear) rate of change of the mean age ´Øµ of the first marriage schedule in the absence of tempo changes at time Ø, which corresponds to the adjusted first marriage schedule. Furthermore, it is shown that AE´Øµ is the (exponential) rate of change of the standard deviation of the adjusted first marriage schedule. Hence assuming age-period interactions in the tempo effect according to equation (8) implies that changes in the variance of the first marriage schedule are taken into account via AE´Øµ. ). Moreover, Kohler and Philipov (2001, p. 8) prove that "the observed total [first marriage] rate does not depend on the extent of variance changes AE´Øµ", i.e., TFMR´Øµ 1 ´Øµµ TFMR ¼´Ø µ
However, since ´Øµ is the rate of change of the mean age of the adjusted rates, the observed mean age has to be freed from variance distortions in order to compute ´Øµ. Summing up, in order to adjust the total first marriage rate for tempo changes one has to divide the observed total first marriage rate by´½ Ö´Øµµ if one ignores the age-period interactions (Bongaarts and Feeney, 1998a) , or otherwise by´½ ´Øµµ if they are to be considered .
In order to adjust the PPEM at time Ø for tempo effects, we employ the approximation derived by Goldstein (2002) 
Correcting additionally for variance effects, we replace Ö´Øµ by ´Øµ in formula (10) [ Note 6] .
Since time series are subject to random fluctuation, we use for both methods smoothed time series for the adjustment of TFMR and PPEM. Otherwise, large unexplained fluctuations may emerge (see also Kohler and Philipov, 2001 ). In particular, following Kohler and Ortega (2002) , we model the time series as Integrated Random Walk (IRW) and apply state-space smoothing (Ng and Young, 1990; Young, 1994) . Applying IRW methods provides an estimate of the slope of the time series which can be used in the case of the mean age of first marriage as an estimate of the tempo Ö´Øµ in the sense of Bongaarts and Feeney (1998a) [Note 7] . Kohler and Philipov (2001) present an iterative method to estimate ´Øµ and AE´Øµ, since both values depend mutually on adjusted age-specific marriage rates, which cannot be observed. In particular, they iteratively adjust the moments of age-specific frequencies, where ´Øµ is the derivative of the adjusted mean age and AE´Øµ is the derivative of the logarithm of the adjusted standard deviation (for details on the iteration refer to Kohler and Philipov, 2001) [Note 8]. Kohler and Ortega (2002) use a different iteration procedure where they iteratively adjust the intensity schedule itself (for details on the iteration refer to Kohler and Ortega, 2002) [Note 9] . For adjusting frequencies, Kohler and Ortega (2002) recommend to adjust the corresponding intensities and then transform these adjusted intensities into adjusted frequencies by employing formula (6) . Consequently, we adjust the total first marriage rates for changes in mean age and variance according to both algorithms, i.e., Kohler and Philipov (2001) and Kohler and Ortega (2002) , in order to highlight also the difference in adjusting the frequencies directly ) and adjusting the intensities and then transforming into adjusted frequencies (Kohler and Ortega, 2002) . The period proportion ever married is only adjusted according to the algorithm by Kohler and Ortega (2002) . We implement all algorithms in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., 2002).
Rates Adjusted for Tempo and Variance
Austria
The observed mean age for first marriage frequencies and its variance-corrected values, which correspond to ´Øµ in equation (8) , are depicted in Figure 5 (a) for Austria. In the first half of the 1970s the mean age at first marriage showed a slight drop but starting from 1975 it has been increasing continuously. When correcting additionally for variance distortions, the decrease of the mean age at first marriage would have been more pronounced and hence the corrected mean age was lower than the observed figure till the mid-1980s. This is due to the decrease of variance over the same period of time. With the increase of variance in the mid-1980s, the observed mean age was lower than the corrected one, implying a sharper increase of the variance-corrected mean age over time from 1985 onwards. Since the mid-1990s the increase in the variance-corrected mean age at first marriage has slowed down.
Given the observed changes in tempo, we would expect the Bongaarts-Feeney adjusted first marriage rate to be lower than the observed TFMR in the first half of the 1970s and to lie above it thereafter. Since the drop in the variance-corrected mean age at first marriage was stronger than in the observed one until the second half of the 1970s, the Kohler-Philipov adjusted TFMR should be even less than the Bongaarts-Feeney adjusted TFMR. Afterwards, the mean age corrected for variance changes increased more strongly until about 1995. Therefore the Kohler-Philipov adjusted TFMR should lie above the Bongaarts-Feeney adjustment between the late 1970s and 1995. As described above, the increase of the variance-corrected mean age at first marriage almost ceased in the second half of the 1990s, and therefore the Kohler-Philipov adjusted TFMR should approach the observed TFMR.
If the intensities are adjusted according to Kohler and Ortega (2002) and then transformed into frequencies, the adjusted TFMR decreases steeply until the second half of the 1970s and then increases just as steeply again for the next decade. Since the second half of the 1980s the Kohler-Ortega adjusted TFMR has been decreasing again. The ad-1970 The ad- 1975 The ad- 1980 The ad- 1985 The ad- 1990 The ad- 1995 Bongaarts and Feeney (1998a, BF) , and adjusted for changes of the mean and variance according to Kohler and Philipov (2001, KP) as well as to Kohler and Ortega (2002, KO) .
justment factor of the Kohler-Ortega method is derived from the variance-corrected mean age of intensities (cf. Figure 5(c) ). The latter slightly decreases until the second half of the 1970s and then strongly increases until the end of the 1980s. From 1990 onwards, the mean age of the intensities, corrected for variance effects, further rises though at a less pronounced rate. The slight decrease followed by a strong increase of the mean age of the intensities causes therefore the down and up observed for the Kohler-Ortega adjusted TFMR in the 1970s and 1980s. Since, the pace of the increase of the variance-corrected mean age of the intensities slows down in the 1990s, the Kohler-Ortega adjusted TFMR decreases again.
Comparing the variance-corrected mean age of the intensities to the observed one, we find that both time series evolve similarly over time, though at different levels, during the first half of the 1970s and during the 1990s. This explains why the Bongaarts-Feeney adjusted PPEM and the Kohler-Ortega adjusted PPEM are almost the same during these periods. Between 1975 and 1990 the variance-corrected mean age of intensities increases more strongly than the observed one, and therefore the Kohler-Ortega adjusted PPEM lies above the Bongaarts-Feeney adjusted PPEM. Finally, since the variance-corrected as well as the observed mean age of the intensities show a slight decrease until about the second half of the 1970s and an increase afterwards, the adjusted PPEM series lie below the observed PPEM until about the second half of the 1970s and above afterwards.
Adjusted for tempo, we see that the period measures show smaller declines in marriage than typically reported. The Bongaarts-Feeney adjusted TFMR slightly declined from 1970 to 2000 by about 28 percentage points compared to about slightly more than 40 percentage points by the observed TFMR (cf. Figure 5(b) ). The adjustment according to Bongaarts and Feeney (1998a) has a similar effect on the PPEM measure (cf. Figure 5(d) ). Instead of dropping by about 30 percentage points, the adjusted series declines just by about 18 per cent.
Adjusted additionally for variance, the Kohler-Philipov adjusted TFMR and the Kohler-Ortega adjusted TFMR and PPEM even increased slightly till the mid-1980s with a steep decline thereafter (cf. Figures 5(b) and 5(d) ). The overall decline of KohlerPhilipov adjusted TFMR only amounts to 30 percentage points compared to about slightly more than 40 percentage points for the observed TFMR. Since the time series of first marriage intensities ends in 1998, the overall decline of the Kohler-Ortega adjusted total first marriage rate by 14 percentage points compares to an overall decline of the observed TFMR from 1970 to 1998 by about 38 percentage points. In the same period, the KohlerOrtega adjusted PPEM decreases about by 18 percentage points compared to 30 percentage points of the observed PPEM.
Germany
Unfortunately, we were not able to get separate data for former West and East Germany from 1990 onwards. Therefore the results for Germany shown in Figure 6 represent the West German situation in the 1970s and 1980s. From 1990 onwards the results are for West and East Germany combined. However, combining the series for West and East Germany from 1990 onwards with only the West German time series prior to 1990 makes the comparison of changes of the tempo and quantum of first marriages over time problematic since part of these changes result from compositional rather than behavioural effects. Therefore, we will additionally discuss our results if the data are censored in 1990, i. e. West German data only.
A further problem arises on combining the West and East German time series from the implementation of the adjustment algorithm. From a methodological point of view, the adjustment algorithm should not depend on past values of the time series. However, the smoothing algorithm seems to be sensitive to the initial and terminal value of the corresponding time series. Therefore one should be additionally cautious in interpreting the German results, in particular the values around the unification in 1990.
Other than for Austria, we find a continuously increasing mean age of first marriage frequencies (cf. Figure 6(a) ). When correcting for variance distortions, the mean age at first marriage would have been lower until about the early 1980s with only a slight increase. From the early 1980s onwards, the mean age at first marriage corrected for variance effects would have shown a more pronounced increase, which is due to the increase in variance over the same period of time. Summing up, the rate of change of the mean age at first marriage corrected for variance effects over time is greater than the rate of change of the observed mean age at first marriage over the whole investigation period. Hence, the Kohler-Philipov adjusted rates should lie above those adjusted according to Bongaarts and Feeney (1998a) .
In contrast, the variance-corrected mean age of German first marriage intensities crosses the observed time series of the mean age twice (cf. Figure 6(c) ). Contrary to the mean age from German first marriage frequencies, the mean age corrected for variance changes according to the Kohler-Ortega method increased at a slower rate than the observed mean age of the intensities during the 1970s. Therefore the Kohler-Ortega adjusted PPEM lies below the Bongaarts-Feeney adjusted PPEM during the 1970s and above it afterwards until the beginning of the 1990s. During the 1990s the adjusted values of the PPEM are almost identical for both methods since the observed and variance-corrected mean age of the intensities increased at nearly the same rate. Moreover, the difference to the frequencies is apparent by comparing the Kohler-Philipov adjusted TFMR to the Kohler-Ortega adjusted TFMR. Since the mean age corrected for variance changes according to the Kohler-Ortega method increased at a small rate during the 1970s, the 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 Bongaarts and Feeney (1998a, BF) , and adjusted for changes of the mean and variance according to Kohler and Philipov (2001, KP) as well as to Kohler and Ortega (2002, KO) .
corresponding adjusted TFMR decreases more steeply during this time. Furthermore, the steep rise in the Kohler-Ortega adjusted TFMR during the 1980s corresponds to an equally steep increase in the variance-corrected mean age of the intensities, while the fall of the Kohler-Ortega adjusted TFMR during the 1990s occurs when the mean age of the intensities corrected for variance changes increases at a lesser rate. Finally, since both the observed and variance-corrected mean age of the intensities increase over the whole investigation period, the adjusted PPEM values lie above the observed values (cf. Figure 6(d) ).
Adjusted for tempo, the period measures of first marriage rates show smaller declines in marriage than reported by official statistics over time. Most interestingly, we find that the adjusted total first marriage rates fluctuate heavily, with values ranging between about 0.7 and 0.85 (cf. Figures 6(b) ). However, the rise of the adjusted total first marriage rate in the 1990s may be the result of the compositional changes due to the unification of West and East Germany rather than increasing postponement. Therefore, we concentrate only on the changes of tempo and quantum until 1989 in the German case. The decline over time from the beginning of the 1970s until 1989 of the adjusted TFMR is about 17 (Kohler-Philipov) to 18 (Bongaarts-Feeney) percentage points compared to about 29 percentage points of the observed TFMR. Similarly, we find fluctuations in the adjusted PPEM series but with a smaller amplitude and with a clear downward trend of the series (cf. 6(d)). Nevertheless, we focus only on the change over the 1970s and 1980s. The adjusted period proportion ever married declined by about 11 (Kohler-Ortega) or 14 (Bongaarts-Feeney) percentage points from 1971 to 1989 compared to about 17 percentage points for the observed PPEM series during this period.
Switzerland
For Swiss first marriage rates, we find, similar to the German case, fluctuations in the adjusted series of TFMR and PPEM (cf. Figure 7 (b) and Figure 7(d) ). However, unlike the German case, these fluctuations are caused by oscillations in the observed TFMR and PPEM series and merely reinforced by the tempo adjustment, since the observed mean ages and the variance-corrected values of their frequencies and intensities show a steady increase over the whole investigation period (cf. Figure 7 (a) and Figure 7(c) ). The latter also implies that the adjusted series are above the observed TFMR and PPEM series. Since the increase in the mean ages is more pronounced in the 1980s than in the previous and following decades, there are stronger tempo effects in the 1980s (cf. Figure 7 (b) and Figure 7(d) ).
Regarding Swiss first marriage frequencies, we additionally find that the variancecorrected mean age of first marriages frequencies increases slightly more than the observed values during the 1970s and 1980s and vice versa during the 1990s. Hence, the 1970 Hence, the 1975 Hence, the 1980 Hence, the 1985 Hence, the 1990 Hence, the 1995 Bongaarts and Feeney (1998a, BF) , and adjusted for changes of the mean and variance according to Kohler and Philipov (2001, KP) as well as to Kohler and Ortega (2002, KO) .
Bongaarts-Feeney adjusted TFMR lies below the Kohler-Philipov adjusted TFMR during the first two decades and above it thereafter. Concerning Swiss first marriage intensities, the observed mean ages and their variancecorrected values of Swiss first marriage intensities evolve almost identically over time in the 1970s and 1990s, though at different levels. Hence, the Bongaarts-Feeney adjusted and the Kohler-Ortega adjusted PPEM series are almost the same in that decades. Consequently, variance effects in the intensities seem to be absent during the 1970s and 1990s.
Comparison with Cohort Experience
The most convincing test of the adjustment procedures is perhaps to compare the period measures, adjusted for tempo and variance changes, of first marriage rates with the experience of cohorts, whose marriage proportions are, by definition, unaffected by tempo effects (Goldstein, 2002) .
We estimated the completed cohort proportion women who ever married by extrapolating the observed experience of cohorts using the Coale-McNeil model (Coale and McNeil, 1972) [Note 10] . This model has often been used to forecast cohort marriage rates (Bloom and Bennett, 1990; Goldstein and Kenney, 2001; Liang, 2000) . Figure 8(a) shows the cumulative proportions marrying by age of selected cohorts for Austria. The crosses symbolise observed values and the solid line show the fit of the Coale-McNeil model. We see that the predicted proportion marrying by age 50 is falling with each successive cohort. Though, the estimates for the younger cohorts are based on few observed data points. Moreover, it also appears that the Coale-McNeil model may be underestimating late marriage since the model estimates appear to be slightly less than the last observed proportions married for most cohorts.
Figure 8(b) shows the estimated Austrian cohort proportions ever married plotted together with the Austrian period estimates, adjusted for mean and variance changes, that were shown in Figure 5 . We have shifted the period measures by their corresponding period mean age of first marriage, where first marriage rates, which were adjusted for mean and variance changes, were shifted by the variance-corrected mean age values. The Kohler-Ortega adjusted measures of first marriage are closer to the cohort forecasts than the other adjustments. However, throughout the total 30 years of investigation, the maximum difference for the five period measures to the cohort proportion ever married amounts to only about 7 percentage points.
The corresponding German situation can be seen in Figure 9 . As in the Austrian case, Figure 9 (a) shows that the predicted proportion marrying by age 50 is falling with each successive cohort. Similar to the Austrian case, the Coale-McNeil model seems to underestimate the cumulative proportions of ever married women for the older cohorts, while the estimated proportion ever married by age 50 for the birth cohort 1970 seems to 250 http://www.demographic-research.org be too high. The latter may result from the compositional changes due to the unification of East and West Germany rather than from the extrapolation using the Coale-McNeil model. This becomes clear when comparing the estimated cohort proportion ever married to the adjusted period measures. There, we also find increasing values for the translated period series of the late 1960s birth cohorts. However, the Bongaarts-Feeney and the Kohler-Ortega adjusted period measures perform also well in approximating the cohort forecasts for the earlier birth cohorts, which stem from West German data only.
For the Swiss data, the Coale-McNeil extrapolation is given in Figure 10 (a). Similar to the Austrian and German cases, we also find a decreasing cohort proportion ever married by age 50 across cohorts. This decline is well approximated by the Kohler-Ortega adjusted values of the translated total female first marriage rates, except of the early 1950s birth cohorts. For the latter the Bongaarts-Feeney adjusted series perform better. However, for all the adjusted period measures the deviation to the cohort forecasts only amounts to about 6 percentage points.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have quantified the changes in female first marriage rates for Austria, Germany, and Switzerland in terms of tempo and variance effects by applying methods developed for tempo and variance changes in fertility.
We find a uniform pattern of tempo changes across countries for the different decades. For instance, the 1970s were characterised by a slight increase or even a decrease of mean ages of frequencies or intensities regardless of correcting for variance changes. During the 1980s, postponement of first marriages was severe, since the mean ages steeply increased. Therefore the adjusted values of total first marriages rates as well as the period proportion ever married sharply increase. Finally, the 1990s were characterised by further postponement but at a slower rate than in the previous decade.
Surprisingly, in the 1990s, tempo distortions of first marriage intensities caused by variance changes were absent in all three countries. In fact, the Bongaarts-Feeney adjusted and the Kohler-Ortega adjusted period proportion ever married showed almost the same values in the 1990s. Similarly, in the 1970s variance effects were very small in Austria, Germany, and Switzerland. Only during the 1980s, tempo distortions caused by variance changes were present, though they only amounted to three to four percentage points of women ever married. Sobotka (2003) similarly found that correcting for variance effects did not significantly change the values of the tempo-adjusted total fertility rate and the parity index of total fertility for data from the Czech Republic, Italy, the Netherlands, and Sweden [Note 11]. Considering variance effects in total first marriage rates, the size of the distortions heavily depends on the method used. This is due to two reasons. First, as stated earlier, the Kohler-Philipov method heavily depends on a technical parameter which can be arbitrarily chosen (see Note 8) . Secondly, using the Kohler-Ortega method, the corresponding intensities are adjusted and then transformed into frequencies. From cohort comparison, we find that Kohler-Ortega adjusted values approximate the cohort forecasts quite well, though with significant deviations for the late 1950s birth cohorts in all three countries. Further investigations including a sensitivity analysis with respect to technical parameters are needed.
To what extent the results depend on the adjustment method used is also apparent by comparing the share of the overall decline in first marriage rates which is attributable to tempo distortions. In particular, the tempo-adjusted decline in total first marriage rates since 1970 is about 36 to 85 per cent of that published in the vital statistics in Austria and Switzerland, which implies a share of 15 to 64 per cent of the reduction in first marriage rates due to tempo distortions [Note 12] However, we also find significant variations of the share of tempo effects across countries, with Switzerland showing the lowest decline due to tempo distortions (20-37 %). The tempo effects in the decline of the total first marriage rate in Austria is significantly higher (33-64 %). However, as evident from Figure 3 , Switzerland started in the beginning of the 1970s with a substantially higher mean age at first marriage compared to Austria.
Since there were almost no variance effects in the 1970s and 1990s in the first marriage intensities, the decline in the tempo-adjusted period proportion ever married is nearly independent of the adjustment method used. In particular, the tempo effect amounts to 15 to 34 % of the decline in the period proportion ever married since the 1970s in Austria and Switzerland. Within the countries, we find again Switzerland exhibiting the lowest tempo (15-18 %) and Austria showing much higher values (34 %). Summing up, the proportion of Austrian and Swiss women who will ever marry indeed appears to be declining, but a bit less dramatically than period measures would indicate.
However, the rates declined at different paces in different decades, and there is some evidence that the share of the reduction of first marriage rates which can be attributed either to quantum or tempo effects has changed over the three decades. In particular, for the first half of the 1970s the decline in first marriage rates is mainly attributable to quantum changes since the tempo-adjusted series of first marriage rates shows an almost parallel shrinkage. In the late 1970s and during the 1980s, severe postponement took place, due to increasing tempo-adjusted series of first marriage rates. However, in the 1990s, the observed and tempo-adjusted series of first marriage rates declined again. This decade-specific characterisation of tempo and quantum effects is in line with the observed stages of the diffusion process of pre-marital unions (Kiernan, 2001; Prinz, 1995) . In the first stage, cohabitation is a deviant behaviour practised only by a small group of people.
At the second stage, cohabitations represent predominately a probationary period or a prelude to marriage. This was certainly the case in the late 1970s and in the 1980s. Indeed, 45% of the Austrian marriages in 1989, the bride and the groom were co-residing before marriage (Österreichisches Statistisches Zentralamt, 1993) . In the last stages, cohabitation becomes socially acceptable as an alternative to marriage, where cohabitation ends up being almost indistinguishable from marriage (Kiernan, 2001) . In fact, Kiernan (2000) finds for data from the European Fertility and Family Survey, which was conducted in the mid to late 1990s, that "cohabitation typically initiates first union and about 30-40 % of the first unions were cohabitations that had converted into a marriage with the same partner." Nevertheless, Kiernan (2000) finds for Austrian, German and Swiss FFS data that 52-68 % of the 20-39 year old women with a first partnership were married, which goes along with our finding that the majority of women in the German speaking countries are still marrying once in their lifetimes. However, in Austria the forecast proportion choosing never to marry has risen from 18 per cent for cohorts born in 1955 to an estimated 32 per cent for those born in 1970. Switzerland exhibits somewhat smaller proportions, i.e., 19 per cent of the 1955 birth cohort to an estimated 26 per cent of women born in 1970 in Switzerland (cf. Figures 8(b) and 10(b) ).
The tempo findings for Austria are in line with Goldstein's findings for France. Goldstein (2002) reports an increase in the proportion women choosing never to marry from about 10 per cent for cohorts born just after World War II to 20 to 30 per cent for the cohorts born in the 1960s. This compares to a level near 50 per cent, as implied by the observed (unadjusted) period measures of marriage.
Summing up, the extent of the decline in first marriage which is attributable to tempo effects varies from country to country. Furthermore, in none of the analysed countries, the decline in first marriage rates can predominately be explained by postponement. Our empirical results suggest that at the beginning of the 21st century German-speaking Europeans ever get married at least thirty per cent less often than three decades ago. Thus, regarding the theoretical debate in the introduction, we do not find empirical support for the hypothesis that the observed reductions are solely due to tempo distortions. The extent of these distortions may substantially vary by socioeconomic status. Therefore a more differentiated micro-level analysis for various socioeconomic subgroups of the population would be required for a deeper understanding of the quantum and tempo of first marriages.
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Demographic Research -Volume 10, Article 9 (cf. Coale and McNeil, 1972) . In particular, is the age at first marriage, ¼ is the age at which first marriage may start, scales the speed of entry into first marriage, and ¢ is the proportion of the cohort that eventually marries. The model was estimated with the generalised least square method.
11. However, Sobotka (2003) did not iterate for ´Øµ and AE´Øµ, which are defined as parameters from the adjusted frequency or intensity schedule, but computed them from observed values.
12. We exclude the German values in the comparison from 1970 to 2000 because of possible compositional effects due to the unification of East and West Germany in 1989. For a discussion of the change of the tempo and quantum of German first marriages from 1970 to 1989 see Section 3.2.
